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programming languages, e.g. see [2], [3] and [4, 5, 6] for, respectively, Java, C# and
Python implementations.
This paper considers two design patterns: Template Method and Strategy, which
were originally introduced in the GOF book and then, in 2010, indicated by Gamma,
Helm and Johnson as two of the eight core patterns [7]. We show how these patterns
can be used in a program which aims at solving different scheduling problems using
the same metaheuristic algorithm. The benefits offered by these design patterns as
well as their drawbacks are discussed. Implementation examples in the Python programming language are provided.

1. Metaheuristic
1.1 Exact algorithms, heuristics and metaheuristics
In the engineering practice, one often deals with optimization problems which are
hard to solve (belong to the class of NP-hard problems). Such problems can be solved
to optimality by exact algorithms only for small-sized instances. Generally, an exact
algorithm provides an optimal (the best possible) solution in a finite amount of time,
but unfortunately this finite time may increase exponentially with the problem size
for the NP-hard problems.
Heuristics on the other hand, do not guarantee optimal solutions (they provide
approximate solutions which are usually worse than the optimal ones) but they use
a “reasonable” amount of time. Many heuristics are problem dependent, which
means that their design is tightly connected with the solved problem, as they try to
take advantage of the problem properties. They often use some greedy techniques
and, during the search process, move only to solutions that immediately improve the
current solution. Therefore, they can be easily trapped in local optima which are quite
far from the optimal solution.
Metaheuristics are the “more general heuristics” which define frameworks that
can be used for wide ranges of problems. However, the details of these frameworks,
e.g. the ways in which solutions are represented and evaluated, remain always problem dependent and must be adapted to the solved problem. During the search process, metaheuristics may temporary move to solutions that are worse than the current
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lowered. Thus, the probability of accepting worse solutions decreases and the algorithm is able to exploit the promising areas more thoroughly. When a new solution
is “much worse” than the current one, the value of ∆ is great, and such solution is
accepted with low probability. When a new solution is only slightly worse than the
previous one, it is accepted with a high probability, as ∆ has a small value in such
case. In Figure 1, we can see how the values of probability = ∆/ decrease with
the increase in ∆/ .
Usually, at a fixed level of the temperature, a number of new solutions, , are
generated and checked. The temperature is decreased (every iterations of the algorithm) by multiplying its current value by a reduction factor (0 < < 1). The
search process continues while the temperature is greater than some minimal value,
(if ≤
the optimization process becomes “frozen”). The pseudocode of
the SA algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

1.
2.

Generate an initial solution and calculate its objective function value ( );
= ; {remember the current solution as the best found so far,
}

3.
4.
5.
6.

Set the values of the SA algorithm parameters: ,
, , ;
while >
do {while an optimization process is not „frozen”}
for = 1 to do { for a fixed value of the temperature , repeat steps 6-13 times}
Generate a neighbor ’ of solution and evaluate it by calculating the objective function value ( ′);
∆= ( ′ ) − ( );
if ∆≤ 0 then {if new solution ’ is not worse than the current one, }
= ’; {accept the new solution as the current one}
) then
if ( ) < (
= ; {if the new solution is better than the best solution found so
, update
}
far,
else {if the new solution is worse than the current one}

7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

if

[0,1) <

−∆/

then

end if;
end for;
=
{reduce the temperature}
end while;
return
; {return the best solution found}

Figure 2. Pseudocode of the SA algorithm

= ’; {accept the new solution with probability

−∆/

}
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= [2, 1, 1, 1] and (b) = [1, 1, 2, 2].

In problem P1, the objective is to minimize the maximum job completion time,
(i.e. the length of the schedule), which is given by the following formula:
= max
(1)
where

is the completion time of job .

= max 2, 2, 5, 6 = 6 for = [2, 1, 1, 1], and
=
In our example,
max 2, 4, 3, 4 = 4 for = [1, 1, 2, 2]. So, = [1, 1, 2, 2] represents a better schedule than that given by = [2, 1, 1, 1].
3.2 Problem P2
Problem P2 can be formulated as follows. There are jobs to be performed by 2 dedicated machines. Each job has to be processed first on machine 1 and then on machine
2 (dedicated machines can represent specialized teams of workers or a client-server
configuration in a production or computer environment). The time for which job is
processed on machine
is denoted by . The aim is to find an order in which jobs
pass through the machines so as to minimize the mean flow time, denoted by (i.e.
the mean response time of a system).
Let us consider the following example.
Assume that = 3 jobs are to be processed in a system consisting of = 2 dedicated machines. The values of processing times of jobs are given in Table 2.
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3. SA algorithm for problems P1 and P2
When using the SA algorithm to solve problems P1 and P2, some of the algorithm
steps are performed in different ways depending on the characteristics of the solved
problem, namely: the generation of an initial solution, creation of a neighbor solution
and calculation of the objective function value. This is caused by the fact that solution representations and objectives are different for problems P1 and P2. For problem
P1, the solution (an assignment of machines to jobs) is represented by a sequence of
the machine indices. So, an initial solution can be created as a sequence of random
numbers taken from range [1, ] in which repetitions are allowed. The solution of
problem P2 (an order in which jobs are processed) is represented by a sequence of
job indices. So, as an initial solution we can take a sequence of random numbers
from range [1, ] without repetitions.
While solving problem P1, a neighbor solution can be created by randomly
changing a machine index for a randomly chosen position (job) in the current solution. When dealing with problem P2, a new solution must ensure that a job index is
not duplicated. Therefore, the construction of a neighbor may consist in moving
a randomly chosen job to a different, randomly chosen position.
The objective function values are calculated according to formulas (1) and (2) for
problems P1 and P2, respectively.
3.1 Ordinary design
The most straightforward approach for the implementation of the SA algorithm for
problems P1 and P2 is to create two separate SA functions, one for P1 and the other
for P2. However, this means the repetition of great parts of the SA algorithm code
and thus, the violation of the “don't repeat yourself” (DRY) principle of software
development [10].
A better approach consists in moving the code which depends on the solved problem to several separate functions and leaving the remaining code in one function
which calls the problem specific operations using conditional statement if...else
(see Figure 5). This design, however, has a serious drawback. When we want to ex-
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Figure 6. Template Method design pattern for the SA algorithm solving two scheduling problems

The Python implementation of the SA class with the run()method containing the
algorithm skeleton is presented in Figure 7. The values for the algorithm parameters
are set in a special method __init__()being a constructor. The run()method returns the best solution found by the algorithm along with its objective function value.
Methods random() and exp() (used in line 18) are defined in the Python modules
random and math, respectively.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

class SA:
def __init__(self, T, Tmin, r, L):
self.T, self.Tmin, self.r, self.L = T, Tmin, r, L
def run(self):
s = self.generate_initial_solution()
obj = self.calculate_objective(s)
best_s, best_obj = s, obj
while (self.T > self.Tmin):
for i in range(self.L):
neighbor_s = self.create_neighbor(s)
neighbor_obj = self.calculate_objective(neighbor_s)
delta = neighbor_obj – obj
if delta <= 0:
s, obj = neighbor_s, neighbor_obj
if obj < best_obj:
best_s, best_obj = s, obj
elif random() < exp(-delta/self.T):
s, obj = neighbor_s, neighbor_obj
self.T *= self.r
return best_s, best_obj

Figure 7. Template Method design pattern: Python implementation of the SA class
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sap1 = SAforP1()
s,o = sap1.run()
print('solution = {}, objective = {}'.format(s, o))

>>> solution = [0, 0, 1, 1], objective = 4

Figure 9. Template Method design pattern: running the algorithm

To prevent the instantiation of the SA class we can create it as an abstract class by
deriving from ABC (abstract base class provided in Python module abc) and indicating
methods generate_initial_solution(), create_neighbor()and calculate_objective() as abstract with @abstractmethod decorator (see Figure 10).

from abc import ABC, abstractmethod

class SA(ABC):
...
@abstractmethod
def generate_initial_solution(self):
pass
@abstractmethod
def create_neighbor(self, s):
pass
@abstractmethod
def calculate_objective(self, s):
pass

Figure 10. Template Method design pattern: SA implemented as an abstract class

3.3 Strategy based design
According to [1] the strategy design pattern “defines a family of algorithms, encapsulates each one, and makes them interchangeable.” A client dynamically chooses
the algorithm that suits its current need.
In our program, we would like to dynamically choose the set of problem specific
operations which are used for generating the initial solutions, creating the neighbors
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and calculating the objectives in the SA algorithm. For this purpose, we can use the
Strategy pattern as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Strategy design pattern for the SA algorithm solving two scheduling problems.

In the design presented in Figure 11, abstract class P declares the interface implemented by classes P1 and P2 representing the operations specific to problems P1 and
P2, respectively. The SA class is configured with the object of a subclass of class P and
maintains a reference (called problem) to class P. Using this reference the problem
specific methods are polymorphically used in the run() method.
In Python we do not need inheritance to use polymorphism (as Python is a dynamically typed language), so in our program, we do not need class P for defining
the interface for P1 and P2. It is enough that classes P1 and P2 contain methods
invoked in the SA class: generate_initial_solution(), create_neighbor() and calculate_objective()
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class SA:
def __init__(self, problem, T=10, Tmin=0.1, r=0.9, L=5):
self.T, self.Tmin, self.r, self.L = T, Tmin, r, L
self.problem = problem
def run(self):
s = self.problem.generate_initial_solution()
obj = self.problem.calculate_objective(s)
best_s, best_obj = s, obj
...

class P1:
def __init__(self, n=4, m=2, p=[2, 2, 3, 1]):
self.n, self.m, self.p = n, m, p
...

class P2:
def __init__(self, n=3, p=[[4, 3, 1], [5, 1, 3]]):
self.n, self.p = n, p
...

Figure 12. Strategy design pattern: fragments of the Python implementation of classes SA,
P1 and P2

p1 = P1()
sa = SA(p1)
s, o = sa.run()
print('solution = {}, objective = {}'.format(s, o))
p2 = P2()
sa = SA(p2)
s, o = sa.run()
print('solution = {}, objective = {}'.format(s, o))

>>> solution = [0, 0, 1, 1], objective = 4
>>> solution = [2, 1, 0], objective = 7.333333333333333

Figure 13. Strategy design pattern: running the algorithm

3.4 Benefits and drawbacks
Using the Template Method pattern or the Strategy pattern we avoid code duplication
(there is one algorithm for both the problems) and code complication (no if..else
statement is required for choosing a problem specific operation), and we create
a program which complies with the Open-Closed Principle (“software entities should
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be open for extension but closed for modification” [8]). Namely, to deal with a new
problem, the program should be extended by a new subclass representing this problem (either a subclass of SA in case of the Template Method or a subclass of P in
case of the Strategy based design). No modification of the existing code is needed.
Moreover, a program applying the Strategy pattern can be extended by a new metaheuristic generating and evaluating neighbor solutions, e.g. a tabu search algorithm
[11], without changing classes P1 and P2.
So, the design of a program, in which a metaheuristic solves several optimization
problems, can be considerably improved by using either the Template Method or the
Strategy design pattern. However, these two patterns do not solve all the difficulties
that may arise in such situation. A metaheuristic, to be successful with concrete reallife problems, usually requires some final tuning. For example, we may want to test
different schemes for determining initial and neighbor solutions (such operations are
often performed by some specialized algorithms). The considered design patterns do
not provide much flexibility for such tuning task. It requires a separate class (subclass) for each combination of the tested schemes which may lead to a great number
of subclasses and make testing and maintenance of the program quite difficult.

4. Final remarks
In this paper, we have shown in which ways the Template Method and Strategy patterns can improve the design of the program solving several different optimization
problems by means of a metaheuristic algorithm. Several implementation examples
written in the Python programming language have also been provided.
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